GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

1. **General Release and Hold Harmless**: In consideration of the use of any CBMM facilities or participation in any CBMM sponsored event or other activity described herein, and on behalf of the Applicant, my/our children, my/our heirs, administrators and personal representatives, I/we do hereby agree to hold the CBMM harmless and to indemnify the CBMM, its officers, employees, volunteers, agents and contractors or subcontractors, acting officially or otherwise, from any and all claims, demands, acts, causes of actions, expenses or damages of every nature or character whatsoever arising out of any damages or injuries sustained by the Applicant and/or to any other individual identified in this Agreement or any attachment hereto, in connection with the use of any CBMM facilities, vessels, or vehicles, or in connection with participation in any CBMM sponsored program or activity; provided, however, that this release and indemnification shall not apply in the event of willful misconduct or gross negligence on the part of CBMM.

2. **Parental Consent (if minor children will be involved)**: Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, I hereby give permission for the minor children listed below to participate in the CBMM activity or event identified above.

3. **Emergency Medical Authorization for Minor Children**: In the event of a medical emergency involving a minor child, CBMM staff will attempt to reach the Applicant or the Applicant’s designated emergency contact as set forth herein. However, if the medical emergency does not allow time to contact a parent or guardian or in the event that a parent or guardian cannot be reached, as the parent or guardian of a minor child or children participating in a CBMM event or activity, I hereby give consent to the staff and volunteers of the CBMM to address any emergency of a medical nature.

4. **Photograph / Video Release**: CBMM regularly takes photographs or records videos of programs or events involving CBMM sponsored events or CBMM facilities. Unless otherwise indicated below, the Applicant, on behalf of himself or herself and on behalf of any minor children participating in the event, hereby grants permission to CBMM to take photographs or to record videos and to use any such photographs, silhouettes or other reproductions and sound in any future CBMM publications or marketing materials.
Initial One:

__________ I do grant permission to CBMM to use photographs or videos as described above

__________ I do not grant permission to CBMM to use photographs or videos as described above

5. **Smoking:** All grounds, facilities and vessels of the CBMM are a smoke free environment. Smoking is strictly prohibited on all CBMM grounds, including parking areas.

6. **General:** CBMM reserves the right to refuse admittance or participation to anyone based upon behavior or failure to maintain appropriate decorum or on behavior that endangers the health or safety of the guest or staff of the CBMM.

**DATE(S):**

Date(s) of Activity or Event: ______________________________________________________

**ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND ACCEPTANCE:**

I/we hereby acknowledge and agree to the General Terms and Conditions set forth in this Agreement.

Name(s) of Minor Children: ______________________________________________________

_________________________________________  ________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature                      Date of Execution

______________________________
Parent/Guardian Name (Printed)